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taken, too, in this part of the work, one battle royal
between Spain and Italy eclipsing all else in its heat. ’

Donaggio of Rome, young and impulsive, was demonstrating
the lessons to be learned from certain tiny strips of nerve
tissue in support of views which seemed to upset the

accepted theories of Cajal of Madrid, a veteran, but fiery, Ti
too, as it proved. They met, with Donaggio’s microscopes
between them, and were soon found in active disagree-
ment ; voices rose, faces grew high in colour, emphatic
arms flew round in gesticulation, and shoulders were

shrugged in disparagement. Crowds gathered round the
two champions, with here and there a peacemaker striving
in vain to moderate their ardour, but though separated
occasionally by subsidiary discussions the two main com- 
batants returned again and again to the battle. Happily, ti
before the sun had set on their wrath, they found they were s

practically agreed after all, and shook hands, forgiving one p:
another in the French which had possibly been the main
cause of their disagreement. ti
So much for the business part of the congress ; anyone 

z,wishing fuller details of the outstanding results will find "them in an article contributed to Nature on August 24th 
by Dr. Arthur Keith of the London Hospital Medical
School. The main object of the congress was not to r
discuss any particular points or to formulate any kind of t

federative policy, but rather to bring all those working at 
anatomy into international bonds and into friendly personal e

intercourse, and in this it proved eminently successful, g
Nothing could excel the efforts of the Swiss committee 
to carry out social functions in the evenings of the con- r
gress, and in this the natural beauties of the city and a

lake of Geneva lent them such aid as to set a standard t

of entertainment which it will be very difficult for future c

congresses, whenever they may be held, to emulate. The ’]

first of these was an evening reception held on the Island 1
of Rousseau, when the congressists first had an opportunity 
of meeting one another in friendly intercourse. The island, t

sacred to the memory of the famous philosopher and
bearing a fine statue of him set amidst stately poplars, 
lies in the middle of the rushing waters of the Rhone. 
A most interesting and impressive function which marked 
one afternoon was the inauguration of a monument to Fol,
one of Geneva’s most distinguished men, followed by a recep- 
tion at Madame Fol’s lovely villa at Chougny, where the i
proceedings were rounded off by an al fresco supper in a

garden beneath gently swaying trees and in full view of
the sunset’s parting play on the distant snows of Mont
Blanc. Very enjoyable, too, was an evening cruise on the
lake with Professor Eternod as the generous and courteous
host and captain. We sailed for hours through the wonderful
changes from sunset and twilight to clear moonlight, the
perfect calm of the lake reflecting all as in a clear mirror.
Later a sumptuous dinner was given on the awninged decks
by Professor Bugnion of Lausanne, and then with music and
in gay lantern light aboard we steamed back to the Quai du
Mont Blanc through a blaze of illumination with which the
city authorities decked the port in honour of the Federa-
tion.
The closing scene was a banquet, " offert par 1’etat et la

ville," in the foyer of the Grand Opera House, a wonderfully
ornate hall, which looked its best in the full blaze of
electric candelabra. A feature of the occasion was the
circulation of a poetic jest by Professor Eternod, President of
the congress, which is so clever in itself and so typical
of the high spirit which characterised all the doings of the
congress that it may form a fitting close to these cursory
notes :-

V enir, de tons les points de la machine ronde,
I ci, pour cultiver uiie science chere ;
V enir, pour etonner savants et gens du monde
Est, pour sur, un fait, propte a nous satisfaire.

L e microscope it l’o,,il, le scalpel 1 la main,
A vec habilete, nous scrutuns la nature :

B ientot, sous nos assauts, &agrave; ce qu’on nous assure,
I 1 ne sera plus d’ombre en notre corps humain.
0 r, moi, j’ose atrirmer que, sur 1’anatomie,
L’ histologie normale et embrvologie-
0 u la zoologie-on voit, plus haut encore,
G randir quelque chose : et-c’est la gastronomie !
I 1 faut done I’avouer: bien manner, c’est la vie !
E t la dissection, mes freres, c’est la mort!

A. C. F. E.

(poete mort prematurement dans 1’oeuf et ressuscite
embryologiste).

THE LIEGE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION.
(FROM OUR SPECIAL SANITARY COMMISSIONER.)

THE CELEBRATION OF BELGIAN INDEPENDENCE.&mdash;THE
HYGIENE OF THE COAL MINE.-A POOR BRITISH SECTION.
-GERMANY AND JAPAN TO THE FRONT.-A TELLING
DIAGRAM OF SANITARY PROGRESS IN PARIS.-A UNIQUE
ExHlBlT IN REGARD TO ANKYLOSTOMIASIS.

Liege, August, 1905.
CONSIDERING that Liege is a provincial town with a

opulation of only 180,000 inhabitants the Universal Exhibi-
.on must be described as a very creditable show. Whether
ach small centres should embark on such ambitious enter-
rises is another question. It is true that in Great Britain
re have had recently a universal exhibition at Glasgow ; but
hen Glasgow has a population of 790,000 inhabitants and
et how ineffective the Glasgow exhibition seemed after
he splendours of the universal exhibition by which it
vas sought to celebrate the opening of the new century in
’aris. However this may be, the Belgian nation determined
o celebrate the seventy-fifth anniversary of its independence.
iYhy this should be conceived a necessity cannot readily be
xplained. Jubilee and centenary celebrations are very
general but why select the seventy-fifth year ? Perhaps the
dea was to celebrate the revolution of 1830 while there still
’emained living a few of the combatants who rose in arms
igainst Dutch domination. In any case these veterans have
3een carefully photographed, their portraits are sold as post-
)ards, and they speak well for the longevity of the Belgians.
rhroughout the country, from innumerable public and

private edifices and dwellings, flags are displayed, together
with devices bearing the two dates 1830-1905. Illumina-
tions, historical processions, and festivities of all kinds occur
with great frequency and the Belgians are enjoying a year,
or at least a summer, of continual rejoicing. Brussels has
never before seen such brilliant displays of illuminations
and fireworks and the pageantry of the historical pro-
cessions and tournaments has attracted thousands of
visitors. But all this did not suffice ; it was felt.
that there should also be a universal exhibition. It
was not long ago-namely, in 1897-that such an ex-

hibition was held at Brussels and there had been a similar
show at Antwerp in 1894. Thus it has come about that

Liege was selected for the present occasion and the town,
aided by the entire province of Liege, has done all that
could be expected in the circumstances. This does not
mean that the visitor will find anything like what has been
seen in the great capitals of Europe, but he will not be dis-
appointed if he is gifted with a due sense of proportion.
One great advantage of such an exhibition is its

accessibility ; all can be seen in two or three days
without over-strain and fatigue. For the modest charge of
ld. electric trams convey visitors from all parts of the
town to the centre of the exhibition grounds and this in
from about five to 15 minutes. The principal trams set
the visitors down close to the main building which contains
the more serious and technical exhibits. Naturally these,
in the main, relate to the coal and iron trades ; for the

Liege district, with the Seraing and the Cockerill works,
with its vast coal fields, and with its world-renowned gun and
small-arm manufactories, has been long celebrated as the
Sheffield of Belgium. On penetrating the main building by
its principal entrance the visitor is at once reminded of the
proximity of the German coal fields and ironworks. Once
again the Germans have acquired a giant’s share of the
exhibition. In some ways, it is true, they are outstripped
by the French, whose section is far and away the largest
and most important of the foreign countries represented.
Nevertheless, no one can go to Liege without being im-
pressed by the enterprise of the Germans and the growth of
their industries. In the German section there are some very
remarkable life-size models of galleries in coal mines. These
serve to show how iron-tube props can be used instead of the
rough tree trunks generally employed to prop up the under-
ground tunnelling. They also serve to exhibit various life-
saving contrivances-the way, for instance, a stretcher
can be introduced into a narrow opening to remove a
wounded miner, and the knapsack arrangement by which a
rescue party can carry on their backs a provision of oxygen
to enable them to breathe in dangerous parts of the
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mine. The magnificent exhibits of the Kohlen-Syndikat in
Essen-Ruhr afford a good opportunity of studying the ce

hygiene of the coal mine. There is a considerable variety th
of apparatus for artificially supplying respirable air to so

rescue parties. The Aktiengesellschaft Steinkohlenberg- h
werk exhibits ventilating fans which profess to deliver
6000 cubic metres of air per minute and which are m

used, among other places, at Shantung in China. This cl
battle of the fans is an interesting topic and it is very ai

difficult to decide amid the contention of methods and claims tl.
which is really the best ventilating fan. The ventilation of b
mines of course differs considerably from that, for instance, d
of public buildings. It bears a closer analogy to the ventila- sc

tion of sewers. In a place like Liege, situated so near to M

Belgian, German, and French coal fields, it should be d;

comparatively easy to obtain a good and trustworthy pro- f(
nouncement upon the respective merits of the various fans t(

provided to propel air within coal mines. On effective venti- t<
lation depends not merely the health of the miners but also a’
their security from the danger of explosions. In the Belgian, d

French, and German sections these technical questions, on o

which the life and health of those who produce the main a

source of motive power for most industries depend, can with d

advantage be studied. It is estimated that more than tl

500,000 men work in the coal mines of the German Empire v

and there are close upon 600,000 men thus employed in p
Great Britain. In Belgium there are 135,000 miners and in
France 160,000. The Belgians, the French, and the Germans 1
have all contributed a large quantity of information by their s

exhibits ; but in the British section there is nothing whatso- a

ever bearing on these important questions, and this in spite r

of all the experience that has been acquired and the efforts 1
that have been made to improve the conditions of labour in I
the collieries of Great Britain. 1
The British section is a very small and nondescript one, c

swamped on one side by the large, dignified, and serious J
German section and on the other side by the very beautiful 1
and artistic Chinese and Japanese sections. The only con- 1

solation, if consolation it be, is that however poor and 1

unworthy the British section, that of the United States of 1

America is even more miserable and more out of keeping , a
with the wealth and importance of the industries of the 1

great transatlantic republic. There are few British i
exhibitors and what is shown is, with a few exceptions, of i
little interest to the medical world. Messrs. Burroughs,
Wellcome, and Co. alone have an exhibit in every
sense worthy of a great occasion. The very original idea
of suspending their tabloids like clusters of different
coloured grapes from the top of their case, which they first
adopted last year at the St. Louis exhibition, is repeated at
Liege. Underneath the tabloids is their special medical
equipment display, the object being to secure the maximum
portability. Here, as a specimen of mechanical ability,
is a little gold case measuring three-eighths by four-

eighths of an inch. It contains 12 ivory-stoppered bottles
which hold 300 minute white specks of about a hundredth
part of a grain each. This is meant to demonstrate that
no difficulty of workmanship need prevent the reduction of
the size of tabloids or of pills. In the stand of the Wellcome
Club and Institute there is an interesting photographic dis-
play to illustrate the use of tabloids in developing and in-
tensifying of negatives and the toning of prints. Specimens
are forthcoming of photographic work done in Thibet during
the recent expedition when the difficulty of transport was
very great. Altogether, Messrs. Burroughs and Wellcome
have got four stands, for they also exhibit results from
their chemical and physiological research laboratories.
These are similar to what was sent by this firm to
the St. Louis exhibition. There are a couple of baby
incubators, manufactured by M. Ehrlich of Birmingham and
Vienna and a small model of Horsfall’s cell refuse destructor,
but no explanation is forthcoming as to the special merits of
these exhibits. The very few scientific subjects are hope-
lessly jumbled up with patent boot polish, tea, coffee,
pickles, a few bottles of whisky and a good many
bottles of beer, a model of Cook’s railway up Mount
Vesuvius, the stand of the United Kingdom Alkali Works,
and a display of art bookbinding. In regard, however, to
the first item mentioned it may be worth noting that
the "Cobra" boot polish professes to be a hygienic boot
polish. This substance has just been analysed by Dr.
Edouard Nihaul, professor of industrial chemistry at the

University of Liege, and he has recognised that the polish
does not contain lamp black or any acid substance. This is ,

iportant so far as the preservation of the leather is con-
rned, but from the health point of view the claim is made
at the polish does not close up the pores of the leather,
that the air may freely circulate within the boot and
;ep the feet fresh and cool.
From the British section the visitor will cross over the
ain passage to the American section, which is devoted

iiefly to the sale of trinkets that are in many cases
id obviously not even American. Then he will penetrate
ie Japanese section with its marvellous display of art

:onzes, porcelain, ivory carving, richly ornamented silks,
3signs and pictures, and a scientific department including
)me surgical instruments sent by M. Shirai of Osaka, Japan.
[any photographs and details are given illustrating the work
ane by the Imperial Education Society of Japan which was
)unded in 1879. It publishes a monthly report, encourages
)aching, has founded many libraries, and is of great service
) teachers. The Chinese section is somewhat smaller but it
Iso contains many artistic objects. These would be ren-
ered much more interesting if some explanation was given
f the historical or the symbolical meaning of the strange
nd weird figures which to the European often seem as the
istorted visions seen during a nightmare. Close at hand
here are small sections where the industries or products of
arious countries are shown, including Spain, Peru, the

principality of Monaco, and a more important Italian section.
Crossing over to the other side of the main building the

arge French section will be found. Its very approaches
mell sweet on account of the considerable space devoted to
, display of scents of all sorts, where notably L. Plassard’s
lew extract from the wild heather of the Cevennes
fountains perfumes the air. Near at hand are the French
harmaceutical exhibits and here many familiar drugs are to
)e found. There is, for instance, that very pleasant and deli-
;ately flavoured infants’ and invalids’ food the phosphatine
Falieres and the vin Chassaing. The Society of the Chemical
Products of Paris and that of the Chemical Products of
Marseilles have large stands, while Messrs. Comar and Sons
here display their many and varied pharmaceutical prepara-
tions in much the same manner as they did at St. Louis and
at most recent and important exhibitions. On this occasion,
however, they give special prominence to sterilised tubes
containing doses of a great number of medicaments, such as
morphine, cocaine, phosphorated oil, lecithin and iron,
creasote, &c., in all about 30 different kinds of medicaments
carefully preserved in closed and sterilised glass tubes.
Many other wholesale druggists exhibit here and among
them Pierre Byla of Gentilly, Seine, with a variety of pre-
parations of digitalis and Trouette’s papaine derived from the
Carica Papaya and used in the treatment of gastric troubles
as a vegetable substitute for pepsine. In another part of the
building there is a class where in exhibiting a preparation
it is necessary also to show all the raw materials with which
it is made. Here we have the indiarubber as secured from
the tree side by side with an infant feeding bottle that has a
rubber nipple, or branches of the e?tcalv_ptqts globulus by tbe
side of bottles of eucalyptus oil. Altogether in these
technical matters French pharmacy and the chemical
industries are well represented. There is also much to see
in the French social section ; what has been done to improve
workmen’s dwellings, to render factories and workshops less
dangerous and reduce the frequency of accidents ; and then
there are the ever-interesting exhibits of the metrofolis of
Paris. It would be difficult to show in a more graphic manner
-in a manner more easy to understand-what municipal
government means and what it has done for the brilliant city
on the banks of the Seine. In this respect a new diagram has
been prepared. It consists of coloured drawings on a black
groundwork giving the entire sanitary history of Paris

during the last century plus four years of this century.
One line is devoted to each separate subject and there are
drawings and figures. First there is a very little man and
under it the figures 547,156. This was the population of
Paris in the year 1800. Then as the line continues the man
increases in size till a giant is represented with the figures
2,660,559, which was the population of Paris in 1904.
Afterwards there is a row of houses and this shows that
whereas the population has increased fivefold the houses
have only increased threefold--namely, from 25,086 to
75,625 during the 104 years. This, of course, means
that there are proportionately many more lofty houses
and tenement dwellings-a fact which, all other cir-
cumstances being alike, would increase the death-rate.
But the other and subsequent details given show that the
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other cirrumstances have, on the contrary, been greatly w
changed, and this for the better. Thus a very small pail of st

water indicates that in 1800 only 7670 cubic metres of spring co

water were consumed in Paris per day, whereas now the amount d:
is equal to 75,625 cubic metres. In 1800 the sewers of Paris b
measured 15 kilometres in length ; now their total length is p;
1180 kilometres. In 1800 there were only cesspools and 
these numbered 32,000. Then it is shown how the number f(
of cesspools increased till the system of tinettes filtrantes tt
and portable tubs was introduced when they began to n

decrease. Finally, and after 1889, all the three systems 0

began to decrease as the number of houses draining a

into the sewers increased, so that there are now in Paris a

38,850 houses properly drained and 34,950 still draining s;
according to the old methods into cesspools. Finally, at the
bottom of the diagram comes a row, not of men this time, si
but of skeletons. Their size indicates the death-rate, and n

while above the man is ever increasing in size the skeleton e

below becomes smaller and smaller. The first skeleton is a

very big because it represents 33 deaths per 1000 of the a

population in the year 1800. The last skeleton, on the e

contrary, is very small because it represents the proportion of s

deaths for the year 1904, and it amounted to only 17 ’ 1 per p
1000 of the population. This is a truly encouraging diagram 
which must give great satisfaction to all who have striven to Y

promote the cause of sanitation. The exhibits of the city of e

Paris occupy three rooms, one being devoted to what the t

municipality does in regard to primary and technical - duca- e

tion. In another room there are the exhibits of the prefecture n

of police, the anthropometric section, with finger-prints and n

other methods of identification. A great number of pictures
and photographs show the working of the different depart-
ments that relate to the preservation of health-as, for

instance, the disinfecting services, the dealing with and
disposal of stray dogs. the conveyance of house refuse, &c.
A student in such matters could learn much here without

having to incur the expense of going to Paris.
The rear part of the main building, which is reached by

a covered bridge that goes over a railway line, contains a
few foreign sections, the machine gallery, and the greater
part of the Belgian exhibits. Here the Russians have a c

fine section with, among other things, an ambulance tent i
and lay figures representing a scene during the Manchurian 
campaign. There are also some Russian disinfecting stoves 1

and surgical instruments. 1
It is needless to say that by far the most complete exhibits 1

are tho-e of Belgium. The universities especially make very 
exten,ive efforts to bring themselves prominently forward. :
There are also many municipal exhibits and those of various 
charities and philanthropic institutions that strive to cope
with disease and povertv. Much of this has been seen
before at previous exhibitions and Belgium is not a very pro-
gressive country in such matters. The cause of education
suffers from political rivalries, while in all life-preserving
labour legislation Belgium is one of the most backward
countries of Europe. One thing in the Belgian section is

unique and new. This is a most complete exhibition of all
that bears upon ankylostomiasis. Here will be found
numerous specimens of the worm itself, as also sections
of intestines with worms adhering and evidence of the
hsemorrhage they cause. Then there are large anatomical
drawings of the egg in various stages of incubation, of the
larva, and finally of the worms, male and female. The

biology of the parasite can be fully studied, while photo-
graphic views show the Bacteriological Institute of Liege
and the work done there upon the natural history of

ankylostomiasis. Full details as to the interesting experi-
ments made at Liege are to be obtained at the exhibition
and the methods of treatment and of control introduced

throughout the coal mines of the Liege district are explained.
The result of thet-e methods is that whereas when they
were first instituted by the province of Liege 28 per cent.
of the miners suffered from ankylostomiasis, now only 12
per cent. are infected. This result has been attained in two

years.
Close by may also be seen what the provincial authorities

are doing to lessen the frequency of tuberculosis. There are

many photographs, plans, and a very beautiful model of the
popular sanatorium of Borgoumont. This institution was

inaugurated by Professor Brouardel and a large number of
the members of the last International Congress of Hygiene
which met in Brussels in September, 1903. The statement
published at the exhibition is that up to Dec. 31st, 1904 the
number of patients admitted at Borgoumont was 356, 87 of

vhom were still under treatment. 53 patients remained for
10 short a time that no observations worth having could be
made. But 216 patients sojourned in the sanatorium for 60
lays or more. Of these, 183, or 84’7 per cent., were much
Denented. 15 patients did not improve, the condition of 16
patients was worse than before, and two died. These are
considered satisfactory results. The popular sanatoriums
’or tuberculosis and the public service 10r the treatment of
;he miners’ worm disease are two new features which have
lot been seen in the Belgian section of previous exhibitions.
3f course, the older subjects such as drainage, water-supply,
and so on, have likewise their place in the hygienic section,
and it will there be noted that the town of Liege has a new
system for the automatic flush tanks.

Outside there are extensive grounds with many frivolous
side shows. But there are also pavilions built by various
nationalities that are interesting and there is a very
extensive art gallery with many beautiful paintings from
all parts of the world. Altogether it is worth while spending
a few days at Liege. The hotels are prone, it is true, to make
exorbitant charges. There is, however, just outside the
station an official &M7’c<ZM de logements. There rooms in

private houses can be obtained for from 4s. to 12s. a day,
including a roll and cup of coffee in the early morning.
The visitor is then free to take his meals at any of the
excellent restaurants that abound at Liege. As Liege is on
the main road from London to Cologne and the Rhine it can

easily be included in the usual holiday tours and doubtless
many will be pleased to see this interesting old town with its
modern exhibition and industries.

MANCHESTER.

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

2Ae Pale Faces of the North.
SOME short time ago Judge Brown, at the Stalybridge

County court, said that the first thing noticed by visitors
from the South of England was the anaamic faces of the
people in the North. He attributed it to the atmosphere, to
the life they had to lead, and to their poor food. All know
that in the manufacturing districts there is far too much
unconsumed carbon in the air, that the life of a " mill
hand " is not likely to bring a healthy bloom to the cheeks,
and that tea and white bread, with some so-called butter, do
not constitute an ideal dietary. But Mr. J. Aspinall Marsden,
late medical officer of health of the Standish urban

district, in a letter to one of the Manchester papers,
recalls to notice another factor to which he attributes
a seriously evil influence, not confined in its action
to the poorer classes in country or town, but claiming also
the "better classes" as victims of this "paleness of the
North." He says in effect that all suffer more or less from
chronic lead poisoning and unfortunately is able to bring
forward a good deal of evidence in favour of his view. The
moorland water is generally used in the North, and, "peaty
water being acid, acts on lead connexion pipes, with the result
that millions of people in the North are daily drinking and
using water containing varying-usually very small-doses
of this insidious poison, which has the peculiarity of
accumulating in the system." He says that recently
35 out of 58 reservoirs in the North were found
to contain water capable of rapid action on lead. A
few months ago the West Riding county council had 100
samples of water analysed and found that most of the towns
in its area were using water containing lead enough to be
injurious to health. It may be remembered that the pre-
valence of lead poisoning at Mossley some time ago was
found to be due to the acidity of the water of the Lower
Swinshaw reservoir. Epidemics of lead poisoning have not
been so common since Dr. A. C. Houston’s investigations but
Mr. Marsden wishes to point out that where the lead impreg-
nation by acid moorland water is not sufficient to give rise
to the advanced symptoms of lead poisoning yet it may
markedly damage the general health and produce an anaemic
condition indicated by Judge Brown’s expression, "the
pale faces of the North." Constant watchfulness seems to be
needed to guard against plumbism. It would be interesting
-if we could only know-to compare those killed with lead
in the form of bullets with the numbers slain by this subtle
poison taken daily with their food.


